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FOR VIDEO AND L1vESTREAM BACKGROUND Music 
License is only valid providing the usage is complying strictly to all the following conditions: 

Condition 1 - Credit must be given 
You must credit Wintergatan at an easily viewable spot in the description text with the exact following text: 

Music: "SONG TITLE" by Wintergatan 
This track can be downloaded for free at www.wintergatan.net 
Free License to use this track in your video can be downloaded at www.wintergatan.net 

Additional Credits is highly appreciated but voluntary and up to you. If it fits your project, Wintergatan 
would appreciate a Verbal shoutout or onscreen credit inside the video or credit with links in top pinned 
comment. Whenever it fits your format we appreciate if you inform the audience that they can download 
the music and this license for free on wintergatan.net 

Condition 2 - Your video/livestream must be "non-commercial" 
The primary purpose of the video/livestream cannot be to advertise or sell a specific product or brand. 
You are of course welcome to monetize your video/livestream for your own behalf. 

Condition 3 - Your video needs to be non-xenophobic, free from violence, nudity and provocations 

Condition 4 - Do not Turn on Content ID matching or claim any copyright for yourself 
On You Tube DO NOT check the "Turn on Content ID Matching" check box 
On other platforms, do not claim any copyright to the Music. 

Condition 5 - Your video must be an original piece of content 
You are not allowed to repost/upload the songs as they are with a still image just for people to listen to. 
The purpose of this license is for you to enrich your own creations with Wintergatan music -
not just repost the music of Wintergatan on your own channels. 

Provided you comply with the above conditions, we allow you to use the music in videos, livestreams as well as podcasts. 

If the music is being used without complying to the conditions the video might be externally monetized on behalf of 

Wintergatan or taken down. 

Do not share this license, or forward any of the Music files, instead refer to www.wintergatan.net 

and the free download section. 

For commercial use License contact: management@wintergatan.net 

This License does not in any way transfer any copyright ownership, Wintergatan maintains the sole copyright holder 

of any works covered by this license. This license does not make the music of Wintergatan "Copyright free''. 

the music is still 100% copyright protected but this license is allowing you to use it. 

This license is version 1.0 and is valid on any internet video platform for the titles listed in page 4 of this license. 

PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGES FOR IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIRD PARTY CONTENT ID CLAIMS ON YOUTUBE 

In the past Wintergatan has experienced external faulty claims from third parties being made when 

uploading Wintergatan songs to YouTube. We have taken action against these external faulty claims but 

they can still appear ocasionnaly. We are working on this and hope that your upload experience is flawless. 

HOW TO DEAL WITH THIRD PARTY CONTENT ID CLAIMS ON YOUTUBE 

1. To avoid being surprised by faulty external Content ID claims, upload your video

well ahead of publishing time as "private''. Normally any CID claims are being made already when the video

is in "private" and you can deal with them well before publishing the video.

2 .  Whenever you receive a faulty claim regarding a wintergatan song, dispute the claim inside YouTube 

with the following explanation. 

"I have a license for the use of this song, i am attaching the license as a pdf file, please remove the claim" 

Attach the license pdf when you send the dispute. 

3. Normally the claim will be dropped within a couple of hours as long as you have Copyright on your side,

or as in this case, license for the usage. Ad Revenue generated while the dispute is ongoing

is held and will fall to the winning party when dispute is solved.

4. On some kind of claims Monetizing type on youtube might be greyed out for you during the dispute - meaning

what kinds of ads are shown is controlled by the claimant. As soon as dispute is resolved you

will be in control over the monetization and ad types again.

You do not have to be too worried about these claims, its standard procedure and nothing will happen 

to your channel as long as you have the rights or license to all the material in the video. 

Especially common are claims from an organization called "Latin Autor''. 

If you see a claim from "Latin Autor, this claim is not being made by Wintergatan, please dispute 

and report any faulty third party external CID claims by sending screenshots of all the pages describing 

the claim to: management@wintergatan.net 

In the case you haven't complied to the above conditions Wintergatan's Partners might claim your 

video on Wintergatan's behalf, those claims will then be signatured with UNITED SCREENS MUSIC 

or KOBALT PUBLISHING. If you see claims from these Organizations, and have questions, 

reach out to management@wintergatan.net 

ABOUT THE "PAY WHAT YOU WANT"FEATURE 

While downloading this license from wintergatan.net you have the option to download it for free or to make 

a voluntary payment of any size you like. If you feel this license has contributed materially and want to give 

something back it is highly appreciated. If you happen to have big economic success with content created 

using Wintergatans music and want to give back/ share a portion with us you can always return to the 

Pay what you want section, download the license again, and make the payment at that time. 

All this is entirely up to you, do what feels right for your own situation, we encourage all users, 

non paying and paying to create great content using Wintergatans Music. 

PLEASE SEE PAGE 3 FOR IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
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EXAMPLES FOR APPROVED AND NOT APPROVED CASES

Condition 1 - Credit must be given 

d I A video/livestream with written credit easily findable, verbal and onscreen credit also given,
V Thank you so much, highly appreciated! - APPROVED

11 A video/livestream with written credit easily findable - APPROVED

� A video/livestream with the written credit hidden beneath 100 affiliate links. - NOT APPROVED

� A video/livestream with no written credit. - NOT APPROVED

Condition 2 - Your video/livestream must be "non-commercial" 

11 A creator making a video/livestream and having ads/sponsors on the video - APPROVED

� A company selling tape is not licensed to use the music in a commercial for tape. - NOT APPROVED

Condition 3 - Your video/livestream must be non-political 

11 A video/livestream mainly covering something non-political - APPROVED

� A video/livestream mainly being part of a political debate- NOT APPROVED

Condition 4 - Do not Turn on Content ID matching or claim any copyright for yourself 

11 A video/livestream Not claiming rights to the music - APPROVED

�A video/livestream claiming rights to the music - NOT APPROVED

Condition 5 - Your video must be an original piece of content 

d I A video/livestream documentary about your own projects using Wintergatan
V song in the background - APPROVED

11/ A video/livestream with only a still image/black screen/some stock photo slideshow
A, mainly intended as a repost of the music- NOT APPROVED
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Depending of the source collection the music track is ta ken from the first line of the credit should look slightly different: 

BOX 1: Wintergatan Original Music: 

Music "SONG TITLE" by Wintergatan 

BOX 2: Wintergatan Build Track: 

Music "SONG TITLE by Wintergatan Build Tracks 

BOX 3: Wintergatan at Speelklok: 

Music "SONG TITLE" performed on "INSTRUMENT NAME" recorded by Wintergatan at Spee/k/ok 

LIST OF SONGS FOR WHICH THIS LI CENSE IS APPLICABLE 

BOX 1: WINTERGATAN ORIGINAL MUSIC 

Sommarfagel 

The Rocket 

Valentine 

Slottskogen Dise Golf Club 

Biking is Better 

Vastanberg 

Starmachine2000 

AIIWasWell 

Paradis 

Tornade 

Marble Machine 

Marble Machine (Piano Version) 

BOX 2: WINTERGATAN BUILD TRACKS 

Moon And Star 

Olivier 

Music Box 

Harp & Hammered Dulcimer 

Local Cluster 

Sandviken Stradivarius 

Prototype 

Ali was well music box and modulin version 

Emerson 

Multiverse 

Provence (with lntro) 

Provence (without lntro) 

Brannë> 

Welding the Steel Frame 

Music Machine MondaysTheme Song 

lt's been a journey but we're now on our Way 

BOX 3: 21 MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM SPEELKLOK MUSEUM 

Aalster Gaviola Dance Organ - "Sous Le Ciel de Paris" 

Allin Walker Musical Clock - "Allemande" 

Andersson Pianoharp / Swedish Table 

Bruder Barrel Automata Organ 

Carillion - "Aria from die Zauberflë>te" 

Carillion - " Improvisation" 

Cylinder Music Box - "Two PerTurn" 

Dom Toren Clock Tower - "Marble Machine" 

Drie Pruiken Street Organ - "Adi6s Nonino" 

Grandiola Pedaled Player Piano 

Haydn NiemczOrgan 

Hupfeld PhonoliztViolina Orchestrion - "Pasadena" 

Kalliope Panorama Dise Music Box 

Miniature Music Box ln A Snuff Box 

Perlee Demonstration Organ 

Philipps Paganini Orchestrion - "Slavonie Dance Nr 6" 

Polyphon Dise Changing Music Box - "Washington Post" 

Porter Music Box - "Radetzkymars" 

Schuyt Dance Organ - "Marble Machine" 

Steinway Duo-Art Self Playing Piano - "Prelude, Op 45, No 3 and Winged Poem, Op.51, No3' 

Tivoli Organ 




